Whole-cell MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry and multilocus sequence analysis in the discrimination of Pseudomonas stutzeri populations: three novel genomovars.
Pseudomonas stutzeri is a widely distributed species with very high genetic diversity and metabolic capacities, occupying many diverse ecological niches. A collection of 229 P. stutzeri strains isolated from different habitats and geographical locations has been previously characterised phylogenetically by rpoD gene sequencing analysis and in the present study 172 of them phenotypically by whole-cell MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. Fifty-five strains were further analysed by multilocus sequencing analysis to determine the phylogenetic population structure. Both methods showed coherence in strain grouping; 226 strains were allocated in the 18 genomovars known presently. The remaining three strains are proposed as references for three novel genomovars in the species. The correlation and usefulness of sequence-based phylogenetic analysis and whole-cell MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, which are essential for autoecological studies in microbial ecology, is discussed for the differentiation of P. stutzeri populations.